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MIGRATION TIME AGAIN
The first bird I saw on January 1 when I opened the
curtains was our local Sharp-shinned Hawk, and,
being ever optimistic, I took this as a good omen of
what lies ahead.

Finally, I'd like to urge all of you to pay attention to
skin care to minimize the chances of skin cancer.
Use sun-block with 60 strength and wear a hat with
a broad brim. Peaked caps may protect the face,
but ears are left exposed. Some skin cancers can
be removed and are not deadly, but others are, so
The Editor
please protect yourself. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTS

Some key dates:
March 1: please contact Mike Street to offer help to
set up. You'll be glad of those wind barriers.
April 3: Open House - there should be good
variety of species.
April 18: Annual meeting and banquet. We had
~ood attendance last year and hope to see many of
"ou again.
May 15: please contact Mike to offer to help to take
things down.
More information about the Open House and
Banquet appears later in the newsletter and we
look forward to your support. Another standard
feature of the newsletter is the migration calendar,
which gives information on when all the species
can be best seen.

TIME FOR YOU TO COME TO THE AID OF
N.P.H.
The Niagara Peninsula Hawkwatch (N.P.H.) has
one of the longest, continuous data sets on hawk
migration in North America. The great people of
the Hamilton Naturalists' Club and others who
started the N.P.H. in 1975 teft a wonderful trail for
the next generation to follow. N.P.H. has collected
data for 40 seasons at Beamer Conservation Area,
and it is extremely important to make sure that it
continues to do so well into the future, despite all
current pressures.

CONTENTS
In the past two newsletters we have included
articles about the Hawk Migration Association of
North America (HMANA), and we are following this
up with an article by one of our members, Eric
Single, who was part of the group involved in
HMANA's founding. We have also had articles on
hawk-watching elsewhere in recent issues, and so
I've summarized an article about sixty raptor
species seen in Northern Cameroon.
As usual, I'd like to acknowledge the support and
cooperation of the Niagara Peninsular
Conservation Authority (NPCA) from giving us
ccess to the park, maintaining the site and
participating in the Open House.
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ANNUAL MEETING AND BANQUET
SATURDAY APRIL 18

The N.P.H. data sets are extremely valuable
resources for naturalists, decision makers in
Ontario, and to the Hawk Migration Association of
North America. The Niagara Peninsula Hawkwatch
is talked about in the same breath as Cape May
(New Jersey), Hawk Mountain (Pennsylvania),
Derby Hill (New York), and Holiday Beach
(Ontario). We have all the elements to make hawkwatching possible and accessible: superb
geography with the Niagara escarpment face and
Lake Ontario in close proximity, viewing from public
property, and the wealth of talented birders in the
Golden Horseshoe to draw on.

The Annual Meeting and Banquet will again be held
at St Andrew's Church Hall, 7 St Andrew's Avenue,
Grimsby on Saturday, April 18. Socializing and the
bucket raffle begin at 5:00 p.m., the pre-supper
wine and cheese around 5: 15, and dinner around
6: 15. As always, we welcome donations for the
bucket raffle - please contact a member of the
executive (page 5) if you can make a donation.
Tickets are $30 for members and $40 for nonmembers. Please contact a member of the NPH
executive to obtain tickets.

Like many organizations that have been in
existence for many years, however, we are finding
Our speaker this year is one of our members, Dr.
it increasingly difficult to carry out all the activities
William Rapley, whose topic will be A Naturalist's
that we should and could. The two most critical
Dream. He will provide an overview of the
needs are renewing the core committee and having
conservation, education and research efforts of the
enough counters. The committee that coordinates
Toronto Zoo and many partners to make a
activities has been shrinking in recent years and,
difference. Bill has been at the Toronto Zoo for 35
quite frankly is aging. We are pleased that this
years, and he will also draw on his experience in
winter Bruce Mackenzie has rejoined the committee
working with endangered species projects,
and will be assisting in the future. We hope that
threatened habitats and most importantly,
Bruce's example will inspire others. On the
connecting people to nature._".
_ - .I
counti'lgJr.~J1t__i.tJ)_p-§J~_~e_n_
ttar~er,t9.__;g~t~~ _ - zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
commitments - perhaps this is because of the
instant availability of information about interesting
Dr. Rapley attended school in Stoney Creek. His
birds that people may want to see.
early interest in nature, and specifically in nesting
birds and birds of prey, turned into a career in
What N.P.H. has accomplished - and continues to
biology and veterinary medicine with wildlife. Bill
accomplish - is remarkable. Most hawk-watches
has had a lifelong friendship with Phil Waggett, and
with comparable sets of data use paid staff in some
they have taken photos of birds for their nesting
way to carry out the roles our members do. Not
studies over many decades. Red-tailed Hawks and
having a major benefactor or external support, we
local raptors were of great interest in his youth. As
cannot afford to hire staff, and so must rely on
well, Bill was able to work on the successful
volunteers. To avoid the risk of N.P.H. closing
translocation of Bald Eagles to Southern Ontario.
down we need help in counting and on the
He has had a unique career combining veterinary
committee to help with activities on site, arranging
counters, and organizing events like the Open
medicine, biology, conservation and administration.
House and banquet. The committee meets three
He obtained a Doctor of Veterinary Medicine from
times a year and many of the activities are one-time
the University of Guelph in 1971, served his
events, so the workload is not immense.
internship in Zoo Medicine and Pathology at San
Diego Zoo and San Diego Wild Animal Park,
By helping to count or serving as a committee
worked in the Wildlife Disease section of the
member you can make new friends, develop a
Ontario Veterinary College, and achieved his
lifetime skill and hobby that can extend well into
Master of Science in Pharmacology (Environmental
your retirement years, and provide balance to an
Toxicology) at the University of Western Ontario in
otherwise busy life. Our counters are always ready
1988.
to mentor beginners, young and old, and some of
Dr. Rapley was the first veterinarian at the Toronto \.J
those who gained an interest in bird-watching at
Beamer have gone on environmental careers.
Zoo and is currently the Executive Director of
-v-r- --:: __
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the site when the season is over. The new box was
funded by membership dues and proceeds from
voluntary admissions at the annual Open House.

Conservation, Education & Wildlife. He oversees a
""-"'vision with 125 staff, numerous graduate and
undergraduate students, seasonal staff, and 500
volunteers, which is responsible for conservation
outreach programs, wildlife exhibits, collections,
curatorial programs, and veterinary, nutrition, and
scientific activities at the Zoo.

We hope to see you for an interesting and
enjoyable evening, when you can chat with all you
hawk-watching friends! zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
2014 NPH OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY, APRIL 3

The 2015 Open House will be on Good Friday, April
3 at Beamer. This is a date that should provide a
good variety of raptors, although it will be too early
for Broad-winged Hawks. We hope, as always, that
the weather will be fine and that there will be large
crowds. The usual array of activities will take
place. The NPCA, as our partners in this event, will
have a display and will be selling food and
beverages. Mike Street will resume his talks on
~igrating raptors after his absence last year on a
ip to Australia. Once again there will be a
children's program. Last year we had a good set of
displays and we are working on having exhibitors at
this year's Open House. We shall have some
raptors on display, because for many of our visitors
this is the highlight of the day. Last year the young
Great Horned Owl stole the show, but we never
know which raptors will arrive. We hope to see you
on Good Friday!

ORIGINS OF THE HAWK MIGRATION
ASSOCIATION OF NORTH AMERICA (HMANA)

Eric Single zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYX

In the last newsletter (#49) John Stevens reported on the
4(Jh anniversary conteteneeot.
zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJ
I1MANA, which· was held
in Rochester, New York. One of our members, Eric
Single, was in on the founding of HMANA and in this
article he tells us how it all began.

The Hawk Migration Association of North America
(HMANA) was formally founded at the North
American Hawk Migration Conference, held in
Syracuse, New York, inApril1974. The
conference and the creation of the new association
had been planned at a previous meeting of more
than a dozen hawk watches, organized by Mike
Harwood (author of The View from Hawk Mountain)
in January of 1972. The planning meeting was held
at my home at the base of Hook Mountain in Upper
Nyack, New York. This was due to the central
location of my home rather than any key role I
played!

NEW SIGN BOX FOR 2015 SEASON
Mike Street

This spring, exactly 20 years after the late Steve
Oneschuk built in his home workshop the steel box
for our hawkwatch data sign that has served us
very well, the box has been retired. Although not
easily seen in the accompanying picture below, the
new box is two inches higher and deeper, and four
inches wider than the old, with welded seams and
full length door hinges. The extra space is to help
us avoid pinched fingers when installing the sign
and provide a bit more room for markers and such.
he seams and hinges will help keep out rain.
. ",Ithoughthe new box is a bit hardier than the old
one to avoid vandalism, it too will be removed from

The Syracuse conference was co-sponsored by the
National Audubon Society and the Hawk Mountain
Sanctuary. Mike Harwood deserves special
acknowledgement for the creation of HMANA. His
core idea was to create a network of hawk watches
that would report results in a standardized way to
each other and the birding community in general. It
3
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1.

was further hoped that the new organization might
bridge a perceived gap between amateur hawk
watchers and professional raptor researchers.

2.
3.
4.
5.

The conference commenced with a series of "show
and tell" presentations describing various hawk
watch locations and their migration results. Sixteen
hawk-watches were presented by such notable
figures as Alex Nagy (Director of Hawk Mountain
Sanctuary), Don Heinzelman (Bake Oven Knob),
Bill Clark (Cape May) and Stiles Thomas (Hook
Mountain and Mt Peter). Marshal Fields of St.
Thomas astounded the Appalachian hawkwatchers with his report on the large numbers of
migrating hawks seen at Hawk Cliff.

The Hawkcount data base that we and 200 other
sites use.
A semi-annual journal.
\.._I
Hawk migration studies.
A subscription-based e-mail list-serve.
Support for the Raptor Population Index (RPI)
that is used for scientific analysis.)

RAPTORS IN NORTHERN CAMEROON
Sandy Darling
The Bulletin of the African Bird Club (Vol. 21 No 1
2014, pp 26-53) contained an article by Ralph Buij
and Barbara Croes who conducted raptor surveys
in Northern Cameroon between December 2005
and December 2010. Northern Cameroon lies
south of the Sahara Desert between Nigeria to the
west and Chad to the east, and has three types of
savannah with varied topography. The paper
provides short reports on the 60 (yes, sixty) raptor
species that were observed. You may not have five
years free to replicate the study, but it is interesting
to note the diversity of raptors that one may find in
parts of Africa.

After Chandler Robbins presented a history of
hawk-watching in North America, there followed a
series of technical presentations on the
"mechanics" of hawk watching. These included
papers by Thomas Dunstan on telemetry, John
Richardson on radar studies, myself on computer
usage in migration research, Colin Pennycuick on
studying vultures with motor gliders and John
Haugh on local weather conditions as they affect
migration patterns. There were also spirited -.
sessions on banding and on problems of hawk
identification. These involved notable birders such
as Dan Berger, Bill Clark, Dean Amadon, Dick Fyfe
and Dave Copeland, who is recognized on one of
the benches at Beamer for his work in identifying
the site. In the final session Mike Harwood
presented the proposal for a new organization
(HMANA) and Maurice Broun was honoured for the
pioneering work that he and his wife Irma did in
establishing Hawk Mountain in the 1930s despite
the intimidating tactics of hawk shooters.

Five of the species seen had not previously been
recorded in Northern Cameroon: African Cuckoo
Hawk, Levant Sparrowhawk, Red-thighed
Sparrowhawk, Common Buzzard and Eleonora's
Falcon. There is an interesting discussion on how
the rains affect the distribution of raptors, which
appear when food suitable for them is available.
The rainy season occurs at the time of the boreal
spring and summer, so there are few northern
migrants around, but termites are plentiful. In the
dry season grasshoppers provide the main source
of insect food and so a different set of species
moves in. Overall there has been a decline in
numbers, because of human impact and more
crop-growing. Rodent-hunting species like the
Black Kite and Marsh Hawk, however, have
benefitted.

Some 275 persons registered and attended the
conference, which was by all accounts a success.
The day following the conference, most of the
participants went to view the spring hawk migration
at Derby Hill along the southeastern shore of Lake
Ontario, recording more than 3,000 hawks,
including five Golden Eagles. It was as if the
Vultures are well-represented with six species, all
hawks themselves were endorsing the new
of which can be seen elsewhere in Africa. Eleven
eagles, the African Fish Eagle and four snakeorganization. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
eagles were reported, including Ayre's Eagle and
Beaudouin's Snake Eagle, neither of which I saw
(Individuals are encouraged to join HMANA, which
when I was in Africa. Eleven falcons were
provides:
observed, but as many as nine are migrants and so
4
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could be seen in Europe; Fox and Gray Kestrels
"""""""'re the two falcons that are restricted to this "sahel"
region between the Sahara and the more forested
areas to the south. There were six buzzards or
honey-buzzards, three of which are northern
migrants; one buzzard which is not widespread is
the Red-necked Buzzard, Which moves with the
rains as its food becomes available.

Bat Hawk is found across that latitude in Africa and
hunts at dusk and dawn. The African Cuckoo
Hawk is the last of the 60 reported and is more
widespread in Africa, although I have never seen it.
Northern Cameroon is not particularly special and
many of the birds reported can be seen either in
Europe or elsewhere in Africa. What the article
does emphasize is the richness of raptor species in
many African countries. The visits my wife and I
made to various countries, for example, yielded 37
raptors in Namibia and Botswana in 3 weeks, 33 in
Ethiopia in 12 days, 29 in Kenya in 17 days, and 28
in Gambia (the smallest country in Africa) in a
week. If you want to boost your raptor list, Africa is
a great place to visit.

Surprisingly perhaps, there were only two harriers,
and the Western Marsh Hawk is the commonest
palearctic migrant in the region. There were four
accipiters, of which the Red-thighed Sparrowhawk
is the rarest. There are two goshawks (Dark
Chanting and Gabar) that are not accipiters,
although their behavior is similar to that of
accipiters. The remainder of the 60 species
observed include some interesting species. The
Secretarybird walks across grasslands and stamps
its prey to death. The African Swallow-tailed Kite is
found in the sahel and looks like its American
equivalent; the Black-winged Kite is more
widespread, and is very similar to the White-tailed
Kite. The African Harrier Hawk (Gymnogene) is
double-jointed so that it can pluck prey out of tree
ollows, and the Bataleur wobbles just like a
rurkey Vulture; both are widespread in Africa. The

"DINNER IS COMING"
The photo below first appeared in The Hamilton
Spectator and is reprinted with the permission of
the paper and the photographer, Dan Copeland. It
was taken near Valley Inn in Hamilton.

N.P.H EXECUTIVE
President

Vacant

Statistics
John Stevens
(905) 685 6734 jrstevens@cogeco.ca
Secretary
Glenn Barnett
(905) 628 2093 glennbarnett3@cogeco.ca
Treasurer
Mike Street
(905) 648 3737 mikestreet@gmail.com
Count Coordinator

Mike Street

Open House
On leave

Tom Thomas

•

Ask a member of the Executive
Committee for a dinner ticketl

Newsletter
Sandy Darling
(905) 689 7481 darlinga@cogeco.ca

•

Call or e-mail Mike about countingJ

Publicity
Bruce Mackenzie
(905) 643 4526 katina@Sympatico.ca

•

Come to the Open House on April 31
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NIAGARA PENINSULA liAWKWATCH CALENDAR
FOR BEAMER MEMORIAL CONSERVATION AREA
NOTES:
1. Species initials and Right (» or Left «) arrow:
This combination indicates the start (» or end «) of the normal migration period at Beamer for that
species. The same in bold type indicates the start or end of a noticeable period for that species. The
box in which this combination is located indicates the day and month the period is likely to start or end.
2. A number followed by species initial, followed by a slash (I) and a two-digit number:
In this combination the largest number of that species ever seen in one day is given first, and the year it
occurred second. The box where the combination is located indicates the day and month of the event.
Example: 655 RS/94 in March 23 indicates that the highest number of Red-shouldered Hawks recorded
in one day occurred on March 23,1994.
W - Turkey Vulture
BV - Black Vulture
OS-Osprey
SK - Swallow-tailed Kite
MK - Mississippi Kite
BE - Bald Eagle
GE - Golden Eagle
NH - Northern Harrier

SS - Sharp-shinned Hawk
CH - Cooper's Hawk
NG - Northern Goshawk
RS - Red-shouldered Hawk
RT - Red-tailed Hawk
SW - Swainson's Hawk
RL - Rough-legged Hawk
FH - Ferruginous Hawk

AK - American Kestrel
ML- Merlin
PF - Peregrine Falcon
PR - Prairie Falcon
GY - Gyrfalcon
BW - Broad-winged Hawk

The following information, based on 40 years of data, shows significant events up to January 2015.
The largest number of raptors in a season was 20,368 in 2011.
BE>, NH>, SS>, CH>, RT>, RL>, AK> begin about February 20.
MARCH zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

2

1
RT>
NG>
W>

9

8

4

3
GE>

5

6

7

RS>

10

11

12
RL>

13
AK>

14
CH>
RS>
44AKl90

15

16

18

17

TV>
BV>

23

29

655 RS/94

30

21

ML>
PF> zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONML

1 GY/06

24

25

NH>
2 BV/12

20

BE>

744 RT/96

22

19

26

27
SS>

11 NG/84
19 BE/03

31
OS>

46 RU04
Largest count for month: 6,389 in 2011; largest count in one day: 2,080 March 26, 1988
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2,021 TV/09
50CH/93

8

10

9
05>
<R5

11

12

18

19

13

1 FH/92

1605/92

15

16
BW>
8W>

17

35 NH/96
1,55655176

23

24

25
<05

21

1 PRl95**

26

1 GY177

6,007 SW/8S

28

27

<TV

1 FH/02"

1 FH/98"

29

20

<BE

15K194

22

14

BW>

<BV

6 MU96

3 PF/10

30
<RL
<CH

25W/98*
Largest count for month: 15,012 In 1984; largest count In one day: 7,007 Apn121, 1985

MAY

1

2

3

4

7

6

5
<RT

<PF

<8W

25W/97*

8

9

10

11

12

14

13
<NH
<AK

<CH
<BE

<55
1 MKlO3"

16

17

1 MKl97"
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

BW&RT
continue after

15
<BW
<RL
<ML
1 MKl12

<TV<NH
May 31
<88<08
<NG<R8
<AK<GE
Largest count for month: 2,685 In 1980: largest count In one day 1,492 May 4, 1989
* Sighting not reviewedl accepted by Ontario Bird Records Committee
** First accepted Prairie Falcon record in Ontario
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